The classic Mean-Shift algorithm lacks the necessary template update, because window size remains the same in tracking process, tracking will fail when the template scale change, track will be ineffective when the template is faster, the feature of histogram seems simple in the object color characteristic described aspects and lacks space information. This paper presents a Cam-Shift clustering algorithm, regarding the centroid position of the moving object which is detected as the first iteration of the input frame, narrowing the visual search range, shortening the matching time. Through the template update of color model and cluster, the algorithm resists the interference of light, strain, shelter and achieving more precise moving object motion parameter estimation and tracking results than the existing algorithms to a certain extent. Experiment is used to verify each algorithm in this article. Selecting aerial image sequence multiple moving vehicle object to study, results are capable of getting sustained and effective track to multiple moving objects in image sequences.
Introduction
The purpose of aerial image sequence object tracking is to gain the aerial image sequences or camera images for analyzing and to calculate accurately two-dimensional coordinates of each frame of the object based on the image. Provide an effective basis for the analysis of the movement of the object scene scenes nuclear status, and help to identify the following objects. The technology was first widely used in military Guidance. When introduced to the aerial image sequences, the tracking object generally refers to small objects. According to the different algorithm-driven approach, tracking methods can be divided into bottom-up approach and top-down approach. Top-down approach is also called as model-driven, this method is generally dependent on the model or constructed prior knowledge, to carry out matching calculation or solving a posteriori, that is to say, using the object model and image observation to evaluate these supposed state [1] . But the nature of top-down approach depends on the generation and evaluation method of the assumption state, in order to achieve robust tracking, they need to maintain a large number of assumptions. especially when most multiple moving objects occurred in aerial image sequence, which would make calculation quantity multiplied. Bottom-up approach [2] , also called as data-driven approach that does not rely on prior knowledge, but track directly by the motion information from image sequence . This method of calculating has high efficiency and high data reliability and its nature of robust is largely dependent on the reliability of image analysis results, Mean-Shift tracking algorithm is a typical representative of the bottom-up approach. similarity between the color model, the decline in the distance measurement algorithm by a ladder of pole minimized, thereby obtaining the object position within the search range, which is called Mean Shift algorithm that can reach the precise position of the object with fewer iterative convergence [3] .
In the initial frame it can detect all foreground object motion area by foreground image detection based on background segmentation and road test. It is assumed that track the object of image sequences and the range of aerial image is RGB color space. We divide RGB color space's subspaces R, G, B space into k equal sections based on histogram approach. Each section is called a bin. They form feature space where m equal to the number of Eigen values.
Mean-Shift is an efficient pattern matching algorithm. Since no global search and high precision, it has been widely used in areas such as real-time visual tracking. The basic process of Mean-Shift algorithm is shown in Figure 1 : Although the object vehicle tracking can be done by using Mean-Shift algorithm, there exists fixed search window in it. When the tracking object changes its size, it cannot accurately track. Due to the camera motion in the aerial image, the object of motion will be sometimes big, sometimes small .In order to overcome such problems, this paper use the Cam-Shift tracking algorithm to achieve objects tracking.
Color Model-Based Clustering and Cam-Shift Tracking Algorithm

Color Model and ITS Similarity Measure
Histogram bins divided adaptive for ranges on the basis of cluster analysis can use a smaller number of the color range to express more accurately about the probability density of objects.
Firstly, we analyze color distribution object cluster by applying the algorithm proposed by Comaniciu and others. The clustering algorithm lead to nuclear density expression and can automatically determine the number of clusters d, on the base at the beginning of cluster analysis, the object color space can be subdivided according to the following method [3] . For each cluster
u u k n belong to clusters ' u D s color vector of the k-th pixel , the average of a ( ) u k is a ,we make the following form of decomposition for the covariance matrix E u
Where u V is the matrix corresponding the normalized state vector; the diagonal matrix Σu is
that is the characteristic value of the descending order u E . So we make standard orthogonal transformation for color space .
In transform space, cluster D u can be expressed by rectangular (box) distributed with a central axis parallel to the three parallelepiped in the three sides of the origin of coordinates. According to equation (2) to realize inverse transform, which can determine the rectangular to characterize cluster D u in the original color space. Characterization of two adjacent rectangular clusters may intersect, the intersection area can be determined by knowledge of computer graphics. Pixel in the intersection region belongs to which one cluster is determined by the nearest neighbor rule.
Based on the above adaptive mesh color subspace, the reference image ) , ,
that is goal composed by N pixels points, and i x is the spatial coordinates of the i-th pixel, the representation model for the object is ) ,
is defined according to the following equation (3) :
is a Gauss distribution where the covariance matrix is u E and the mean vector is
are showed in equation (4):
belong to the u-th interval, then iu  equals to 1, otherwise 0; the total pixels of the u-th histogram interval is
A y coordinate of the center of the image area by the candidate pixels, whose color distribution, (5), wherein as shown in formula:
A central coordinate for the y of the candidate image region is composed of N pixels, whose color
is showed in equation (5):
We measure the similarity of u S and u R according to Bhattacharrya
The result of integral transformation is showed in equation (6):
Thus, the similarity between R and S (y)is showed in equation (8):
Certain pixel image R[a(x)] is modeled by histogram, we can draw the probability u R belonging to the u-th section. In order to understand the color model in this paper, we need to compare the definition of different histograms. Traditional histogram is only calculated how many pixels fall into this histogram interval, however, the further distance between the object center and pixels is calculated by the weighted histogram, because smaller contribution is made by pixels which are away from the object center for histograms. Both histograms do not consider any of the distribution of color in the histogram interval. In this paper, on the basis of weighted histogram, each cluster of the histogram corresponds to a range, which can model color distribution model for each cluster with a further use of mixed Gaussian distribution.
Modified Cam-Shift Tracking Algorithm
The full name of Cam-Shift algorithm is "Continuously Adaptive Mean-Shift", namely: continuous adaptive Mean-Shift algorithm, which is improved from Mean-Shift algorithm [4] . The basic idea of the algorithm is: to make Mean-Shift operation for all image frames of a video sequence, and to regard the results of the first frame as an initial value of the search window for the next frame Mean-Shift algorithm, so iterative down. In simple terms, Mean-Shift is optimal iterative search results to a single image, while Cam-Shift is processed for continuous video sequence, and change the video sequence of each frame and use the Mean-Shift to search Iterative optimal results. Due to the fact that Cam-Shift process for a video sequence, continuously adjusting the size of the object area can be ensured. Thus, when the size of tracking object changes, the algorithm can adaptively adjust the object area and continue to track .The steps of the algorithm is performed as follows:
(1) Inverted projection, in order to reduce the impact caused by lighting variations on the object track, firstly the the image of HSV color space is converted from the RGB color space, and making clustering analysis to the H component and histogram statistics, each pixel in the image values were replaced by the probability of the color appears, thereby obtaining color probability distribution, it is a grayscale image;
(2) The dimensions and the initial position of the object area determined search window can be obtained from the fourth chapter based on object detection results of assisted road information;
(3) To calculate the center position of search window, Mean-Shift algorithm is used. By moving the center position of window to the center of object, judging whether the position distance of convergence after the movement, if convergence, it will return to operation (4) and recalculate the central location of search window to convergence, and then returns to search the size and central location of window. and provided on the center of the object on the previous frame was located in 0 y , in the current frame, Cam-Shift algorithm based on the gradient descent direction in ) ( 0 y S make the first-order Taylor expansion, relative y seeking to make zero partial derivatives and obtain the following equation (9) (4) To extract the next frame of the current frame as the current frame and use the size and location of the current search window, and repeat steps (3) to get the size and central location in the current frame search window and update the cluster u D . (5) Cycle steps (4) until the video sequence frame detection is completed, and then return to the trace results.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this paper, the total image of experimental videos for more trucks by aerial photo is 120, the image size is 320x240, which is from the first frame to 120 frame, screen-shots interval of every 30 frame, as shown in FIG 2. The vehicle object to be detected in the experiment indicated in the figure by the red box. As shown in Figure 2 .
Classic Mean-Shift algorithm lacks the necessary template update; because the window size remains the same during the tracking process, when the template scale changes, tracking will fail, when the template is faster, track ineffective, features of histogram seems simple in object color characteristic description, and lack the spatial information. And Mean-Shift algorithm is greatly affected by the initial value, which is likely to relate to the experience, and experience is indeed a destabilizing factor. Both classic Cam-Shift and Mean-Shift are not considered in the actual distribution of the object color space color (i.e. the object color is usually distributed compactly in a part region in the entire color space), in conventional method the entire color space is divided uniformly 16 subintervals, which caused a large number of histograms that functions is evenly split empty 0 empty interval. Although such empty section of the color histogram of the estimated probability density does not contribute, we have to allocate memory space for them, which will lead to a waste of storage space. Especially in the aerial image sequence segmentation through background information and road assistance, color of object is relatively single, the number of multi-image sequence is great, which will cause more extreme waste of storage space. In this paper, we put forward Tracking algorithm based on the road background information introduced from object detection phase, thereby introducing a range of changes in the object position, and further reducing the search iteration time to reduce the amount of calculation. The initial value of the article tracking algorithm detected by the initial frame image sequence object centroid position draw, is actually accurate data rather than empirically acquire, which improves the accuracy of the algorithm and the quality of the results. Tracking algorithm proposed in this thesis is used in the next frame when iterative solver updates clustering model and color, which can effectively resist the color change. The proposed algorithm in the next frame to calculate the size of search window and the center position of the current frame when the extraction utilizing Mean-Shift algorithm iterations, which overcomes the shortcomings of Mean-Shift algorithm that window size remains the same, when the object template scale changes, the template can be as timely adjustment after the change to improve search efficiency and accuracy. As seen from Figure 3 , track frame can change with the object vehicle changes, which ensure tracking effect lasts accurate. While improving our algorithm on the basis of cluster analysis divided adaptively object color space, and finally the new color model is applied Cam-Shift algorithm to increase the performance of the algorithm, the aging is similar to the non-iterative Mean-Shift. When there are a large number of aerial image sequences to process, the proposed method can reduce a lot of storage space.
Conclusions
In this paper, a Cam-Shift tracking algorithm based on the color model cluster is proposed for tracking of aerial image sequence. Adaptively dividing the object color space on the basis of the cluster analysis, which obtained corresponding different clusters based on subspace decomposition and orthogonal transform matrix; and deriving the similarity of new color models and defining the a new color model; and finally the application of the new color model is found in Cam-Shift algorithm. Experimental results show that the improved algorithm has better real-time tracking performance and the resistance to deformation, which has a little more time than classic algorithms Mean-Shift tracking, but the accuracy is higher than the unmodified tracking algorithm and the storage is greatly reduced.
Assuming the process of tracking the object color model remains unchanged, traditional Mean-Shift tracking algorithm based on the color clustering for adaptive segmentation object color space is only when the first frame is initialization; the number of clusters is fixed. Although this assumption is suitable for most applications, in complicated conditions especially aerial video image sequence, the changes in the environment could lead to the apparent color of the object of large changes. At this time if the color model of objects do not be updated, the tracking error may increase, or even lead to track failure. The paper based on color clustering Cam-Shift tracking algorithm in step (4) to extract the next frame as the current frame update time clustering, so as to effectively resist the color change.
